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t has been said that "too few disputes settle, and too many that do settle
drag on far too long.'" Although this statement was made within the broader context of bargaining impediments and settlement behavior, the concerns
expressed by those researchers are also applicable to the impediments and barriers related to the utilization of agency-connected voluntary EEO mediation programs. The purpose and objective of this article is to examine empirically those
factors which EEOC disputants believe are significant impediments or barriers
which might explain the underutilization of EEO mediation programs offered at
the administrative agency level."

Lcgislarive and Public Policy Context
The cornerstone of Title VU w as the principle that
One of the most significant societal events and public cases of discrimination were to be resolved by the use of
polic)' changes which occurred (hiring the last half of the "conciliation" prior to any court litigation.' Thus concilia20th centui-y was the racial and gender integration of the tion, as a matter of public policy, was foreseen by
workplace.' The integration of the workplace, and indeed Congress as an effective method to resolve EEO disputes.
the general society' was proinpted, in large part, by the
The period following the passage of Title MI brought
Supreme C^ourt's decision in Brown v. Board of Education,'with it the enactment of a number of other federal and
the civil rights movement of the 1960s' and the subse- state antidiscrimination antl EEO statutes. These statutes
quent enactment of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as included but were not limited to such legislation as the
anientled."
Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA) of 1967,
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the ;\niericans With Disabilities Act (ADA) of
1990, and the Pregnancy Act of 1978, just to
name a few.
Erom the perspective of the federal judiciary,
such antidiscrimination statutes as Title VTT were
of the highest importance and order in protecting
individual statutory workplace civil rights. The
growth of these workplace civil rights statutes
also greatly changed how empioyment disputes
would be resolved within organizations and
through our public justice system. As two scholars observed, the resort of employees to these
I'',KO statutes forever changed the nanire of litigation." Specifically, these scholars found that in
the last two decades the number of EEO lawsuits
filed in federal district court had increased
2,166%.
This substantial number of EEO charges and
lawsuits filed created a substantial backlog at both
the administrative agency level, for example the
EEOC, and the judicial level." This backlog or
what is sometimes called "case inventory" has
worked and continues to work to the disadvantage of defendant employers and particularly
complainant employees. As we embark on the
next millennium, there are clear indicators that
racial minorities and women believe that they
continue to be victims of disparate treatment in
the workplace.'" There is also increasing empirical evidence that women and racial minorities are
the subjects of disparate treatment in the broader
society, for example in medical and health care
matters."
Consequently, from both an administration of
justice perspective, cost-efficiency perspective,
and in light of the econotnic and psychological
costs caused by tliese disputes, the EEO administrative and court litigation processes have fallen
under considerable criticism and attack.'-'
These concerns and attacks, particularly of tbe
EEOC, have led Congress and subsequently the
EEOC to recognize the potential utility and
effectiveness of employing ADR, particularly voluntary mediation, to resolve employment discrimination charges and lawsuits.
In both the Americans With Disabilities Act of
1990 and the Civil Rights Act of 1991, Congress
incorporated provisions which expressly encouraged the use of alternative dispute resolution
prtKesses such as voluntary mediation."
With an ever-increasing caseload or case
inventory, the EKOC subsequently adopted an
ADR Puiilic Policy Statement which further promoted the use of voluntary tnediation and ultimately prompted the implernentation of voluntary EEO mediation programs throughout the
country.
In addition to these statutory provisions and
public policy statements. Congress has attempted
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to promote further the use of ADR by enacting
the Administrative Dispute Resolution Act'* and
most recently the Alternative Dispute Resolution
Act of 1998." The former requires federal agencies to design and implement alternative dispute
resolution programs, the latter requires federal
courts to encourage the use of and estabHsh alternative dispute resolution programs in civil
actions."'

There are dear
indicators that
raciai minorities
and women beiieve
that they continue
to be victims of disparate treatment
in the woricpiace.

ADR Underutilizatioii
Notwithstanding these
legislative and public policy attempts and initiatives
on the part of Congress
and the EEOC, experience
to date indicates that the
use of ADR, specifically
voluntary mediation, has
been underutilized in
resolving EEO and other
types of employment disputes and charges.' This,
in large part, tnay be
attributed to the underfimding of such ADR initiatives. However, the
phenomenon of underutilization of voluntary
EEO mediation programs at both the EEO
administrative agency level and at the judicial
level persists.'" This phenomenon is particularly
intriguing, given the general displeasure of the
disputants and litigants with the EEO administrative process and the litigation process.'" The
authors suggest here that logic would dictate
that EEO disputants would readily and voluntarily seize up(m the opporttmity to resolve an
EEO matter using a mediator of their choice
and maintaining control of any settlement outcome rather than incurring the costs and inefficiencies related to litigation.

This phenomenon of underutilization of
agency-connected voluntaiy mediation programs,
however, appears not to be unique to the EEO
and employment ADR area.'" The reluctance, or
indeed, resistance of EEO disputants and their
attorneys to use voluntary mediation have
prompted a number of noted ADR scholars and
practitioners to suggest some form of mandated
participation in mediation. It has also been suggested that lawyers are one of the significant
impediments and barriers to the use of mediation.''
Impediments and Barriers to Voluntary
Mediation
The research in the ADR area has, thus far,
focused on impediments or barriers to settlement." There has been little empirical research
into why EEO disputants and their attorneys do

not use voluntary mediation to the degree or
extent contemplated by Congress and other public policy makers. Similarly, there has been little
empirical research to identify what the impediments and barriers related to the phenomenon of
undeaitili/ation of voluntary mediation programs
at tbe EEO administrative level. The identification of such barriers or factors would be helpful
in assisting public polic)' makers in determining
how to overcome these impediments and barriers
in order to better design, implement, and more
importantly, fund mediation programs so as to
make thetn more acceptable and "user friendly."
In order to explore and examine empirically
these public policy issues, the authors surveyed
some 71 EEO disputants. These disputants had
charges pending before the EEOC in St. Louis,
Missouri and Kansas City, Kansas, and the
Illinois Human Rigbts Commission, Chicago,
Illinois, during the period of April 1994 to
December 1997. The sun'eyed EEO disputants
consisted of 52 charging parties; 10 charging
partv- attorneys and 9 employer-respondent attorneys. There were a total of approximately 500
surveys mailed w^ith a response rate of 14%.-'
The questionnaire included 85 questions-*
related to the use or lack thereof of the EEO
administrative agency-connected mediation program.''
Two of the questions in the survey were open
ended and called for written open responses.
These questions asked; "under what conditions, if
any, would you support public policy or legislation requiring participation in mediation?" and
"what are the key barriers to settlement and how
can we overcome these barriers to arrive at mediated settlements tnore often?"
Eor the first question, a majority of the charging parties noted that they would support mandated mediation under certain conditions: (a) In
cases where merit has been established, (b) in a
clear case of discrimination, (c) only where strong
financial gains for both parties existed, (d) in
court-ordered cases, (e) only if internal procedures were not in place, (f) under situations of
time and/or cost constraints, and (g) where only
one party agrees to mediation. Eor the attorneys,
a majority noted that they would support mandated mediation in all EEO cases, while some
noted that they would support it only if there
were no cost to the participants.
For the second question, many suggestions
were given. The charging parties noted that (a)
close-mindedness of the parties, (b) unskilled
mediators, (c) lying on the part of either party, (d)
lack of clarit)' in defining discrimination, and (e)
lack of communication, were key barriers. Their
suggestions on overcoming these barriers included (a) training, (b) having a competent mediator,
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(c) mandating mediation, and (d) giving mediator
more power to make settlement decision. On
their part, the attorneys believed that the major
barriers included (a) limited availability of EEOC
case workers, (b) charges without merit being
filed, (c) unreasonable expectations of parties, and
(d) the cost of the process to the disputant. Their
suggestions for removing these barriers included
(a) moderating both parties from extreme positions, (b) instituting court ordered deadlines, and
(c) starting the mediation process much earlier.
At the outset it would be helpfiil to note and
discuss here the respondents' perspective and
opinions related to the role of the EEO administrative agency in effectuating the related EEO
mediation program; the respondents' familiarity,
training, and actual prior experience related to
mediation and conflict management resolution,
and also their opinions related to how effective
mediation is "believed" to be in bringing fmal
closure to an EEO charge.
The respondents indicated a general familiarity
with voluntary mediation and also were of the
opinion that the administrative agency made it
clearly known that voluntary mediation was an
option. However, when asked about their prior
actual experience with voluntary' EEO mediation
and satisfaction with EEO mediation, the respondents indicated relatively limited experience with
voluntary EEO mediation. They viewed, however,
that voluntary EEO mediation was only relatively
effective in bringingfinalclosure to EEO disputes.
Also related to the respondents' perception
and opinion of mediation is their actual formal

The reiuctance of EEO disputants to use voiuntary
mediation has prompted a
number of ADR schoiars and
practitioners to surest
some form of mandated
participation in mediation.
training in negotiations; mediation advocacy and
actual EEO mediation. On this score, the survey
responses indicated that generally, most of the
respondents lacked training in any of these areas.
The authors propose that this general lack of
training in alternative dispute resolution methods
and processes tnight explain their opinion about
voluntary EEO mediation and indeed help to
explain the underutilization of agency-connected
voluntaiy EEO mediation programs.

ation; the EEO administrative investigatory
process and the degree, or lack thereof, of the
respondents' familiarity and training they
have with ADR and confiict management
resolution.
The survey covered eight generally believed impediments
factors related to using vohmtar\'
EEO mediation. These
"believed" impediments and barriers are listed here in order
of importance, as rated
by the respondents:
A. the cost of litigation
B. the clients financial
situation

"Chief
would
seem to be
in a fractious
mood."

Notwithstanding
the respondents' less-than-enthusiastic support
for and training in ,\DR and conflict resolution
management, it is noteworthy that the respondents indicated considerable interest in submitting a matter to voluntary EEO mediation where
the charge could be resolved within 90 days using
a trained professional third-party neutral.
Interestingly, the respondents maintained
essentially the same degree of interest in submitting a charge to mediation even where the matter
could be administratively investigated hy the
EEO adtninistrative investigatory agency within
90 days. The consistent degree of interest may be
attributed to two factors. Eirst, the respondents
viewed the administrative investigatory process as
"taking longer to resolve the dispute than expected" and that the "administrative investigative
process currently being used to resolve their case
was somewhat unfair."
This might explain the respondents' expressed
interest in submitting their EEO dispute to
mediation—a process under which they would
have greater control. Parenthetically, the parties'
control over the mediation process and any outcome has always been viewed as a tnajor benefit
of mediation, generally.'''
This conclusion is particularly interesting in
light of the less-than-satistactoiy prior experience
of some of the respondents with voluntary mediation. Again, control over the mediation process
tnight be the determining factor here.
The analysis of these particular survey
responses provides the context within which the
surveyed respondents view voluntary EEO medi-

C. avoiding verdict
and/or favorable decision on [notion for
summaiy judgtiient
D. avoid bad publicity
. the need to maintain
ctjiifidcntiality related to the
particular case
E. strength and weakness of the particular case
G. the likelihood that a particular judge woultl
hear the case, and
H. the likelihood that other damaging evidence would be unearthed
The surveyed respondents indicated that all of
these items constituted, if not acted, as "somewhat of a factor or barrier to mediation."
These responses were not surprising, except
for the response related to the "strength and
weakness of the case." Clearly, tio employer welcotnes being the subject of an EEO charge or
lawsuit; however, most charges and lawsuits do
not garner the attention of the general public.
Eor many employers, being the subject of an
EEO charge or lawsuit has becotue an inevitable
part of doing business. The exceptions, however,
would be whether the employer is found to have
been in violation of federal or state EEO law and
particularly in those high profile cases invoiving,
for example, pattern and practice instances of
sexual harassment and racial discrimination. The
bad publicity' attendant with Texaco and Mitsulmhi
cases are two examples where the employers
obviously would have preferred to avoid the
national and international had publicity created
by those disputes."
In large part, the prosecution of the EEOC: of
these high profile cases is to signal to the general
public. Congress, and other employers that the
agency wili vigorously pursue litigation in such
matters as a public deterrent to other potential
.'DOfl

violators. Consequently, the concern over bad
|)ublicity or the need for confidentiality' is probably not an important factor or barrier particularly
where the respondent etnployer believes that it
will prevail in an EEO or employment tnatter.
It is surprising and noteworthy that the
strength and weakness of a particular EEO case
does not act as a more important or significant
barrier to using mediation according to the
respondents. Specifically, it is generally thought
that the strength and weakness of a case would
definitely detennine whether a party to a dispute
having, for example, a weak case, would be tnore
inclined to resolve the matter either through
direct negotiations or mediation.'"
There are a nutiiber of possible explanations
for the weakness and particularly strength of a
case acting as an impediment or barrier to using
EEO mediation. For example, it may be the general practice and philosophy of the advocate or
attorney to exhaust the administrative and litigation process particularly by substantiating the
case has no merit and the employer respondent
will prevail. There are some attorneys who are
"litigious lawyers" and not "early settlers" and
find it to their best interest not to settle, notwithstanding that it might be more cost-effective to
settle. Similarly, certain clients, both employers
and charging parties, want to have their "day in
court" and want the matter in dispute adjudicated
at any cost rather than settle.
Two of the other factors appeared to be tnore
influential batxiers to mediation. These were: the
client's financial situation; and the related cost of
litigation. The cost of litigation is of particular
importance to both defendant attorneys and
charging party attorneys.
Thus, it appears that there is some understandable rationale to explain why EEO disputants may or may not elect to use voluntary
mediation. The potentiaily troublesome or problematic aspect of this essetitially economic equation is that in many, if not most instances, the
charging party is not as well financially situated
as the ettiployer-respondent; and thus, may tiot
be able to pursue a matter in court, absent the
EEO agency representing the charging party.
Consequently, it is suggested here that charging
parties would be more inclined to seek voluntary
mediation, jirimarily because of the proximate
etuploycr-employee relationships and the concomitant economics related to that relationship.
Cenerally speaking, tnost employers can "out litigate" most employees.
Pre-CIiarge and Post-Charge Impediments
and Barriers
The believed impediments or barriers to mediation might vary or change depending upon
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whether the voluntary tnediation option were
made available at the pre-charge filing stage versus the post-charge filing stage. The authors did
not make a similar cotnparative inquiry related to
post-lawsuit matters and relevant "believed" or
perceived barriers or impediments. There is,
however, a need to conduct a similar empirical
investigation at the federai district court levei,
particularly in light of the Alternative Dispute
Resolution Act of 1998.'"
The respondents were asked to respond to the
following questions using a "Likert-type" scale,
e.g., "strongly disagree to strongly agree."
Within this parameter, the respomlents were
asked to respond to some 16 items which were
believed or not believed to be a barrier to settlement prior to the dispute becoming a charge.
The authors initially contemplated that there
would be a considerable, if not substantial, variance in responses related to believed pre-charge
and post-charge impediments and barriers to settlement and tnediation. This, however, was not
the case. CJenerally, the responses of the respondents were consistent or similar to believed preand post-charge itnpeditnents and barriers to voluntary mediation.
The items posed to the respondents concerning believed impediments and barriers to mediation were taken from the tnajor research in the
area related to settlement and negotiation.*" Of
these itetns, the factors which appeared to be
believed and viewed as having the least or Iittie
effect were: (1) the number of parties present at

The dynamics of negotiations
between the ciient and their
principai appear to be a
factor reiated to beiieved
impediments to settiement
and mediation.
the negotiation table; (2) concerns or needs reiated to privacy and confidentiality; and (3) party's
preference for fonnai adjudication. The factors
that were beiieved and viewed as having the most
effect were: (1) tnisrepresentation of facts by the
other party; (2) the other party's refusal to moderate their extreme position; (3) the other party's
refusal to negotiate in good faith; and (4) the
other party misinterpreting motivation and intent.
As such, the items or factors that, in the
respondents' opinion, are believed to act as significant barriers to settlement, and mediation
may be grouped as follows:
tt

A. Trust and motive factors, including distrust
of motives related to why certain proposals
arc made.
B. Bad-faith negotiations, and inter-personal
and personality' issues.
The authors cannot present here as thorough a
discussion and analysis as they would like.
However, there are several factors which are par-

The respondents expressed
a high degree of support for
the certification and licensing of EEO mediators.
ticularly noteworthy and warrant some discussion, primarily because of their believed negative
impact on settlement and the use of mediation.
The first fiictor relates to bargaining behavior
and perhaps profe.ssional conduct. Specifically,
the respondents generally believed that refusal to
negotiate in good faith and refusal of the opposing party to moderate extreme positions was an
important impediment and barrier. This position
or belief is fiirther compounded by the ^lct that
the respondents felt that the opposing party
"inherently misrepresented" the facts in negotiation. It is not suggested here that, as a general
rule, all EEO and employment lawyer mediation
advocates or representatives engage in such conduct with "ill will." However, this finding may
merely reflect the lawyers' negotiation styles."
This type of negotiation style, however, does
not appear to enhance the probabilit\' of settlement or the use of mediation where the same
parties have been unsuccessfiil in resolving prior
cases involving the same EEO disputants and
where there is an absence of a decision maker
with settlement authority present at the negotiation table.
The dynamics of negotiations between the
client and their principal also appear to be a factor related to believed impediments to settlement
and mediation. These types of interpersonal or
intra-organization bargaining behavior was
explored by asking two related questions: The
first question asked was to what degree the
respondents believed that "the differing interests
of lawyers and their clients" may be a barrier to a
settlement or mediation prior to the dispute
becoming a charge; the second was a similar
question asked within the context of "after the
dispute becoming a charge." The respondents
generally agreed that this created "somewhat" of
an impediment or barrier to settlement and
mediation.

The respondents were subsequently asked "the
degree to which you believe that your interests
are different than your clients' interest in negotiation or mediation sessions?" It was particularly
interesting to find that such a confiicting bargaining dynamic exists and, of course, that where
such a dy^namic exists, it is believed to create an
impediment to settlement or the use of mediation, particularly where the client has a preference for formal adjudication antl where the representatives or attorneys would prefer to settle.
Although the EEO mediator may not be able to
control the occurrence of such a situation, it is
critical for die EEO mediator to be aware of such
interpersonal or intra-organization conflicts ami
decide how they might best be handled.
Employing the Law to Increase the Use of
Mediation
The study of negotiations, mediation, and conflict resolution is, in large part, an interdisciplinary endeavor drawing upon the fields of economics, the iaw, and the bebavioral and social
sciences.^' The responses of die EEO disputants
who participated in this study underscore this
point. Indeed, one of the more interesting flmlings of this study was the role which conflicting
personalities play in resolving disputes and the
advocates' previous success or lack of success in
resolving EEO cases involving the same parties
has on the parties' iiiture settlement behavior,
including submitting matters to voluntary mediation.
One of the major challenges related to the use
of voluntary ADR pn)grams, particularly mediation, is how to effectively encourage the early
negotiation and/or metliation of disputes, specifically EEO and empltiyment disputes. It has been
suggested that the law might be needed to
encourage the early negotiation of disputes and
the increased use of mediation." Indeed, as stated
earlier, the developing public policy in the EEO
and employment area is to encourage the use of
ADR, particularly mediation, to resolve the many
thousands of EEO charges and lawsuits filed
annually. Thus, the critical public policy question
is whether to mandate or not to mandate participation in mediation—and how?
This public-policy question was posed to the
surveyed respondents by presenting a series of
legislative or public polic)' proposals.
There were 12 questions related to employing
the law to increase the use t)f mediatitsn. These
questions can be grouped or collapsed into four
areas of inquiry: (1) legislation requiring training
antl certification of EEO mediators; (2) government funding of the cost of mediation, i.e., the
mediator's fees and related expenses; (3) mandatKlikL'ARY

.'«{)()

ed participation in EEO mediation; and (4)
whether attorneys should be legally required to
advise their clients about EEO mediadon.
The issue and debate to the job-related quiilitlcadon and possible certificadon of mediators has
existed for a considerable period of dme is pardcularly critical given the potendal exclusionary and
disparate impact which qualification, such as
being a lawyer, may have on certain members of
protected classes.'^ Notwithstanding this and
other related important concerns, the respondents clearly supported legisladon or public policy which would establish qualification and training standards for EEO mediators. They also
expressed a similarly high degree of support for
the cerdtication and licensing of EEO mediators.
The respondents further expressed considerable
support for legisladon which would require that
non-lawyer EEO mediators be familiar with
EEO and employment law. Interestingly, they
only moderately supported the use of training
third-year law students serving as "sole" EEO
mediators as long as they were supervised; however, the respondents indicated that they would
not use EEO mediadon if trained "non-lawyers"
were presumably the only option.
Another recognized barrier or impediment was
the cost related to retaining an EEO mediator
and the payment of the mediator's fees and
expenses. This cost is often cited as being particularly burdensome for the charging party, particularly in cases where the charging party is discharged and remains unemployed and is a racial
minority" or a single parent.
Given this fact, the respondents were asked "to
what degree would you agree with legislation or
an EEO agency public policy which would provide 100% government financial support for
mediation?" The EEO disputants' response to
this public policy question was suppordve, which
is not surprising. Common sense dictates that
most pardes would prefer to shift as much as possible the economic burden for most services to
the federal or state government. Eurthertnore,
there are those, particularly plaintiff attorneys,
who strongly believe that die cost of mediation
should be borne endrely by the federal government. Without debating this philosophy, it
should be noted that since this study was completed, the EEOC's mediadon program has been
sufficiendy funded to subsidize the fees of F.EO
mediators. Early returns under the most recent
mediation initiative of the EEOC indicate a
greater percentage of disputants electing to use
voluntary mediadon.^''
It should be further noted that in those situations where mediation programs and fees have
heen subsidized by the employers or the governDISPUTK RKSOLUTION lOURNAL

ment the udlizadon of voluntary EEO mediadon
has increased. The recent mediadon programs
and initiatives of the U.S. Postal Service and the
earlier programs of the U.S. Forest Service and
Farm Service Agency of the Department of
Agriculture and currently the Department of
Navy support this proposition.'"
The Question of Mandatory Participation
Mandated pardcipation in mediation in which
any outcome is strictly voluntary was presented as
a central aspect of a series of possible legisladve
and public-policy opdons. These legisladve and
public-policy mandates were posed within the
following frameworks:
1. as a pre-condition to an administrative
EEO investigation where both parties
would be required to pardcipate in mediadon;
2. as a pre-condidon to court trial where both
parties would be required to participate in
mediadon;

Itacial
minorities
and women
beUeve that
they continue
lo be inrtiins
ofworkplaa'
discrimination.

3. as a pre-condition to an adtninistrative
EEO investigation but where at least one of
the EEO disputants expressed a desire to
submit the tnatter to tnediation. For the
purposes of this study this is referred to as
"modified tiiandated or directed" participation in EE(^ mediation;
4. as a pre-condition to a court-trial where at
least one of the EEO litigants have
expressed a desire to submit the matter to
mediation. This fortn of mediation is also
referred to as "modified mandated or
directed" participation in EEO tnediation.
This option is similar to the Eniploytitent
Dispute Resolution Act sponsored by former U.S. Senator John Danforth."
In general, there was little support for mandated participation as a pre-condition to an administrative EEO investigation. This was also the case

The potentiai cost of iitigation was
indicated as a significant factor in
deciding to settie or to submit the
matter to EEO mediation.
at the EEOC conciliation stage or post-probable
cause-finding stage. The respondents support
was even le.ss for "tiumdated" mediation at the
administrative itivestigatory stage.
The respondents appear to express the greatest
degree of support for mandated participation in
EEO mediation as a pre-condition to a trial court
proceeding where "both" litigants must participate in tnediation. However, the respondents
expressed less support for "tnodified mandated or
directed" participation in tnediation as a pre-condition to a trial court proceeding.
The Obligation of Laviyers to Advise their
Clients about Mediation
Erom a historical perspective, it has taken a
considerable amount of titne to change a "litigation cuiture" to an "ADR culture" in which the
use of ADR, particularl}' tnediation, is the early,
if not itntnediately contemplated tneans to be
used to resolve a dispute.'"
It has been suggested that ADR works where it
is advocated and strongly suppoited from the "top
down.""*" Within the context of the litigation of
EEO and employment disputes, the attorney in
many ways effectively takes upon the role of the
"top down" person in advising his or her client
about the existence of the EEO tnediation alternative; the pros and cons of EEO mediation and,
in fact, the appropriateness and effectiveness of
using tnediation generally for the resolution of
40

specific EEO cases. Eurthermore, with the enactment of the Administrative Dispute Resolution
Act, die Alternative Dispute Resolution Act, and
other various federal statutory ADR provisions
and public policies, a legitimate argiitnent cati be
made that now, more dian ever, a lawyer has or
should have a professional, ethical, and legal
obligation to advise his or her client about the
pros and cons of voiuntary mediation and other
ADR processes such as fact-finding and arbitration. Regretfully, the evidetice suggests that tliis is
not always the case. The absence of an attorney,
or an attorney who is not an advocate of mediation and/or one who lioes not advise his or her
ciient of the tnediation aiternative, acts as a major
harrier or impediment to using EEO meciiation.
It appears that die sui-veyed EKO disputants agree
with this statement and proposition.
The surveyed EEO disputants were queried as
foilows: "To wiiat degree wouid you agree with
legislation or an EEO agency public policy
requiring attorneys to advise their clients of the
availal>ility of voluntary mediation in EEO disputes?"
The response yielded an unequivocal indication of strong support for legislation and agency
public policy requiring attorneys to advise their
ciients of the avaiiabilit\- and the pros and cons of
EEO tnediation. This is a significant finding,
particularly if the attorney either has considerable "top down" infiuence with clients or actually
has the authority to subtnit a matter to EEO
tnediation. Consequently, iegisiation or pubiic
poiicy requiring such client advisement is one
generaily recognized way, according to the surveyed respondents, by which employing the law
may increase the use of mediation.
Conclusion
Several conclusions and recommendations can
he made based on the responses provided by the
surveyed EEO disputants.
Of ali the "believed" or "expressed" factors
related to the decision to use EEO mediation, the
potential cost of litigation was indicated as a significant factor in deciding to settle or to submit
the tnatter to EEO mediation. This was seen as a
more important or controlling factor than the
strength or weakness of a case. The other factor
or i)arrier which was believed to infiuence the
decision to use EEO mediation to settie a case
was the high level of distrust between the advocates. This distrust, according to the respondents,
stems from the assertion diat atlvocates "misrepresent the facts in negotiations" and bargain
based on extreme positions. Aiso related to this
distrust issue was the apparent peisonaiiti conflicts which exist between the advocates.
According to the respondents, these personality

conflicts create a significant barrier to settlement
and, presumably, the successful use of mediation.
In sum, the respondents were of the belief that
"bad faith" negotiation was at the root of the failure to settle and to use mediation.
The purpose for posing public-policy questions was to attempt to find out how some of
these barriers might be overcome by the
increased use of the law and public poiicy. In
order to enhance the acceptability of EEO mediation, the respotidents expressed strong support
for the proposition that EFO mediators be either
certified or licensed. The respondents generally
rejected the use of non-attorney EEO mediators.
The respondents aiso expressed strong support
for federal and state governments to totally subsidize the cost of the mediator's fees and expenses.
They rejected, however, the "modified or directed" tnandating of EEO mediation at the agency
stage. Interestingly, they supported the mandated
participation of both parties at the trial-court
stage. Lastly, there was substantial support for
iegisiation or pubiic policy which would require
the attorneys to advise their clients of the pros
and cons of EEO mediation and the availabiiit)'
of mediation.
A number of the above-detailed factors or barriers are not subject to change by the increased used
of the law or public policy. However, the issue of
bad faith negotiations, posing extreme negotiation
positions, and misrepresentation of facts and con-

tentious personalities, may be addressed by the use
of an EEO tnediator. This is one of the "valueadded" of a mediator, i.e., to assist and gttide the
disputatits through such dynatnics, using such
techniques as "reality testing."
The issues related to EEO mediator certification and licensing are issues which can be determined through the increased use of the law and
public poiicy. The cautionary word here is that
any such required quaiifications should be "job
related" and "validated" so as not to have a disproportionate effect on any protected class. The
issue related to the funding of EEO mediation
programs is critical, particularly given the financial constraints of many complainants and charging parties. Accordingiy, it is recommended that
Congress and state iegisiatures substantiaiiy
increase the financial support for EEO mediation. It is also recotnmended that as a matter of
public poiicy and iaw, attorneys be required to
advise their clients of the avaiiabiiity of voiuntary
EEO tnediation and die related advantages and
disadvantages. Attorneys should be required that
they certify such ciient advisement. Among other
things, it is hoped that short of mandating the
participation in EEO tnediation, that this "ciient
advisement" requirement wouid serve to make
attorneys more knowledgeable about ADR. This
may be the first step to increase the utilization of
EEO mediation and to start changing the EEO
litigation culture to an EEO/ADR culture.
•
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